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Survive, Thrive and Sleep at Night



"I didn’t know what Wall 
Street was," he says. "I 
didn’t even know where 
Wall Street was." 
Really, he just wanted to be 
a success.
B l a i n e  L o r d e



Thriving – I’m not this
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• The main job is to get more customers, not to get outcomes for those customer.

• Firm's lavish conferences, motivational speeches and accolades were pumping you
up and rewarding you for sales, not about the customers outcomes.

• The national conference, the leading advisor, is asked why he is so successful? He
pulls two trade tickets out of his pocket and says, "Every time I write a red ticket, I
also write a blue ticket!"
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Why is this deserving 
of my time 
and attention 
given that 
I’m working 
too hard!

These were the things
I wasn’t –

what do I do?

What are we left 
with?

Industry leads into 
conflicting interests 
because they make 
the most money – I 
wanted to sleep at 

night

Where are the 
win/wins when you 

can’t conform?



Thriving – I’m not this
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Salesman, saying, 
don't listen to a salesman?
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Surviving

Growth

Regulators

Grow the 
business

Client 
expectations

Conflicts?
Good for the 
client? 

What clients 
want

Should we 
hold our nose 

& play the 
game we set 

out to

Career has a 
higher purpose

Defined by what 
you aren’t than 

what you are
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Factors

Economics likes markets for their efficiency. I love them because they are ingenious, and they solve the same 
problem for different people in a different way.

• The lesson of the efficient-markets theory is that when anyone from Wall Street calls you up with financial 
advice, you should be very afraid. 

• All these little opportunities can be (and are) rationalized as something other than the way discretionary 
managers think about them because there is a genuine acceptance that they are hard to exploit.

• In each case, the reason for superior performance is slightly different. In one instance, Wes found a better 
way to capture career risk and limits to arbitrage for Value. Jack looked at “the frog in the pan” of 
Momentum. Corey looks at Trend-Following because of his start date bias as an investor. Each one of these 
people have found great edges for investors. 

It isn't fear that prompts investors to embrace this it's greed. 
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The information contained on this website is: (i) for Canadian residents only; (ii) for informational purposes only; and (iii) 
not intended to be, nor shall it be interpreted as, a recommendation or the provision of advice (including without limitation 
financial, investing, sales, marketing, legal, accounting, or tax advice), and shall not be relied upon by you in that regard. 
SmartBe Wealth Inc. cannot guarantee the accuracy of any information contained in this website that is derived from third-
party sources, although we believe those sources to be reliable.

SmartBe Wealth Inc. and its affiliates may receive compensation derived from investments in, or sales of, its products, or 
both. SmartBe Wealth Inc.’s products described in this website may not be applicable or available with respect to all 
investors, and may change without notice.

Past performance does not guarantee future comparable results. Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) are not guaranteed; their 
values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Investors will pay management fees and expenses, but 
they will not pay commissions or trailing commissions, and they may experience a gain or loss from their investment in or 
sale of an ETF.

You may request a prospectus [for an ETF] from your financial advisor by visiting smartbewealth.com, or by calling 
SmartBe Wealth Inc. at 403 930 8688. The prospectus includes investment objectives, risks, fees, expenses and other 
information that you should consider carefully before investing.  
Please consult a lawyer or tax professional regarding your specific legal or tax situation, respectively.
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